
#279 - How to Fix Dinner When You’re Never Home

Hi there! Welcome to the Lazy Genius Podcast! I’m Kendra Adachi, and I’m here to help you be
a genius about the things that matter and lazy about the things that don’t! Today is episode 279
- how to fix dinner when you’re never home.

Welcome to fall, everyone! The start of school, the rhythms and routines of a new season, the
lowkey dread of the holidays that are far away but also not. My Japanese father-in-law of all
people said at dinner the other day that it’ll be Christmas before we know it. He is not the
demographic for that kind of sentiment, and yet he feels it too! We are at the start of a lot, and it
honestly already feels like the middle. If you missed it, last week we talked about how to
manage your time this fall. That episode is an essential listen. You don’t need to listen to it to
make this one make sense or anything, but that episode is full of gold. Truly. There are so many
things that I loved creating, and the feedback I got last week confirmed it. So if you didn’t listen
to that episode, go back one and make sure you catch it.

The other thing I don’t want you to miss is The Holiday Docket which is the Lazy Genius GUide
to Celebrating Well. Basically if you want a path that helps you plan all of those holidays tasks
and traditions and treasures, it is the resource for you. We’ve had for three or four years now,
and it is the top seller in our digital store for very good reason. So check that out if you need
holiday planning help. But back to fall.

The point is that we have a lot of things we’re managing right now, and the one thing that never
goes anywhere, no matter our season or stage of life, is food. We have to eat, you guys. I love
to eat so much, so it’s not exactly true for me to say that it’d be great if we didn’t have to worry
about it. But I also get why it would be easier not to worry about it. If someone could just serve
me food everyday, that would be ideal.

But since that is not the ideal for the majority of people, we have to figure it out. And this time of
the year is possibly the hardest to figure out. We go from summer where food rules are looser.
We’re grilling or eating at the pool or trying to figure out how to not turn on the oven. Kids are
home, snacking is prevalent, it’s all just easier. It has its own set of challenges, but part of the
vibe of summer food is ease. No stress, baby. But also most of us prefer cooking in the fall and
winter, in cooler weather, because we can make recipes and meals that we’re generally more
comfortable with, like soup and stuff. In fact, the challenge in feeding yourself and your people in
the fall isn’t a lack of recipes. It very much isn’t. The challenge for many of you is that we’re
never home.

This episode is likely geared mostly toward families with kids simply because that’s where most
of the activity comes from. But I have a friend who is single and has no kids and spends three or
four nights a week doing extracurricular stuff with friends. She works late one or two nights, and
then one night she’s in an adult kickball league, another she plays volleyball I think… the point is
that you don’t have to have kids to feel like you’re never home.



If you do have kids, especially ones that are older but cannot drive themselves around yet, it is a
cluster.

Our weeks right now include two working parents with jobs, piano lessons, youth group, math
tutoring, and dance class. In the next month, we will also likely be adding saxophone lessons,
after school art classes four days a week, LEGO club, and a night class I’m taking. You guys.
What is happening.

I’ve had this conversation with several friends recently, especially parents with more than one
kid. Even if every kid has just one thing they do, it’s still a ton of things to manage every week.
And so many kids play a sport and an instrument or are in a club and taking tutoring or
whatever. Most kids aren’t even doing just the one thing. Obviously, you can set limits in your
own family based on what matters to you, but a friend of mine who like me loves being at home
with her family, who seeks to have pretty peaceful home life with not a lot of extra still finds it to
be almost too much. And we’re doing almost a bare minimum by many standards.

So first, you’re doing great. This season feels like a cluster because you have a lot of stuff on
the calendar, most of which is crammed between 4 and 8pm. It’s unfair. But it’s also the reality.
So today we start with kindness towards ourselves and our people, keeping resentment at bay
for quote being in this mess. It’s likely no one’s fault. Everyone is just trying to feel like
themselves, and the more people in your house, the more activities are needed to meet
everyone’s needs. It’s normal and hard and normal.

So in light of all of that, how do we cook dinner? How do we make sure everybody eats when
we never seem to be home at actual dinner time or even at the same time? Again, a cluster.

Here’s what we normally do. We start with the recipe, with the what. What are we going to have
for dinner? We Google “dinners to take to the ball field” or “dinner made the night before” or
whatever, knowing that we barely have energy to wash our face the night before, let alone make
an entire meal. Or we start with the how, with the hacks and the special coolers and the meal
plans specifically made for the busiest people! And sometimes those things work. For sure. But
we start with what and how, and I think that’s starting in the wrong place.

For once, I’m not going to tell you to start with what matters. Shocker, I know. Were you
expecting a juke where I’m like that’s where you start, guys. Nope, not this time. I mean, yeah,
it’s great to know what matters, but my guess is it’s some version of I just need everybody to
eat, fast food is acceptable, but not every night. Does that sound about right? We want ease, we
want automation, we want flavor and enjoyment, and we want togetherness. But we’re also
realistic grownups who know that we likely cannot have all of those things every single night,
especially during soccer season or whatever.

So here’s where I want you to start when you’re trying to fix dinner but you’re never home. I
want you to start with when, where, and who. All at once because it’s probably easier that way



since they all impact the other. But first start with when, where, and who. When will you eat?
Where will you eat? Who is going to eat together at that time?

We’ll be right back…

All of these make sense - the when, where, and who, but let’s break them down just a touch.

When. When will you eat dinner? I think this is more flexible than you think. My suggestion is for
you to set the time frame, but it’s likely that any time between school letting out and your
absolute latest dinner time is open for business. You don’t have to eat dinner at 6pm every
single night is what I’m saying. You don’t even have to eat what you consider dinner foods as
dinner every single night. I think that’s actually the problem: you think you should fit a crazy
season of life into a different season, more predictable season of life. Dinner should be this kind
of meal at this time of day, and if things are off of that ideal, you’re doing it wrong. This is just not
true. If you are a sports mom, if you are Erin H. Moon, expecting a standard dinner to happen at
6pm every night with the entire family is unreasonable and crazy-making. If you are in a sports
mom season or whatever your season is, you need to live in it. And part of that is widening the
field of when dinner happens.

The other thing is the where. You can eat at home, in the car when it’s moving, in the car when
it’s stopped, on public transportation if that’s how you get around, at the field or studio or
classroom, at a restaurant, or at somebody else’s home. The combination of the where and the
when is essential. We will eat at 4pm at home before everybody takes off for their things. We
will eat at 7pm in the car on the way home from everybody’s things. We will eat in the parking lot
of a restaurant in between everybody’s things. Where and when. Look at the day and decide
where and when dinner is best.

So if we want to systemize this, I’d like you to look at your life maybe one week at a time. During
a season when you feel like you’re never home and life is unpredictable, start small with one
week at a time. Don’t build the whole system based on your first week. Start small. Try it for a
week and see what happens.

You are also more likely to continue this system of one week at a time by deciding once when
you’re going to do it. I believe that having a consistent day or time to look at this will really help
you. Put it in a routine or on your calendar. So when it’s time to look at the week and make a
plan for dinner, go day by day. When and where? Based on the practices and games and club
meetings and lessons and whatever else is happening, when and where does dinner make the
most sense? And obviously the ideal who is everybody. Everybody eats dinner together, but
that’s not going to always happen, so you can also consider the who in this process and either
adjust dinnertime to fit everyone or make a plan for the person won’t be there or if they’re old
enough tell them to make the plan. “You’re on your own for dinner on Thursday, Charlie. You
need anything?” or whatever.



One more note about choosing when and where. The when can be a specific time, a range, or a
time related to another activity. For example, if you say that on Wednesday you’re going to eat
at 7pm because soccer practice ends at 6:30pm and yes that’s later than you’d like but it’s the
season we’re in, but then your daughter is hanging out with a teammate or two after practice
and you’re like girl come on we need to get home for dinner we need to eat at 7pm! You’re
paying attention to the clock. But what if instead on that particular day, you didn’t say 7pm but
you said “after soccer practice.” And maybe your daughter has had a hard time making friends
on this team so her hanging out with a couple of teammates is actually really great and worth
waiting for and you don’t want to rush it. And you don’t have to because you’ve already decided
you’re having dinner after practice, not at 7.

So for each day, ask yourself, when and where will we eat? And will everybody be there?

Once that is decided, now you can figure out the what and the how. If you start with what, you’re
trying to figure out how to take chili - usually a very easy meal to make at home - to softball
practice and dripping it down your sweater because you’re dragging a crockpot out of the trunk
of the car. I’m not making this up. I have seen parents with crockpots in the trunks of cars. There
is nothing wrong with that choice. But so often when we start with the meal, with the recipe, with
the what, we go in the wrong order. So we’ve started with where, when, and who. That will
inform your what and your how. You don’t have to take chili in a crockpot in the trunk of the car.
Unless you just really want to, then go for it.

So again, we’re starting with one week at a time. Do not build this big. Start with this week that’s
in front of you. You have written down where and when you’ll eat. Now let’s figure out what. I
want you to avoid searching through the treasure trove of all the recipes you’ve ever made and
forcing them into this season.

Instead, guess what you need? A dinner queue. You need I’m Never Home Dinner Queue or a
Sports Season Dinner Queue or something. What are meal ideas that fit in the when and where
you’re already thinking about? Look at the meals you already made, that everyone already likes,
that are your Brainless Crowdpleasers. Which ones would work in this season, at least or
certain when/where combinations? Maybe chili is still a great option because you can make it in
the crockpot or whatever and have it ready, but maybe you don’t bring it in a crockpot. Maybe
you have thermoses that you fill with chili in the 15 minutes you’re home between school and
practice. Take them with you. They’re ready for whoever needs them.

Maybe you can do Snack Platters or pack picnic things that can be eaten without silverware.
Maybe you cook the Sloppy Joe stuff in the morning or the night before when you’re already in
the kitchen for yesterday’s dinner and just heat it up in a skillet or the microwave when you get
home. In fact, the whats might not be change that much. It’s really the how. How are you going
to make this food or gather this food or pack this food to match the when and the where? So
much of this is my favorite thing ever which is reverse engineering. Start at the end. Which we
already did. Start with the when and the where. Now move backwards. When will you grab the
food in order to eat it at that time and in that place? Will you cook it then? Will you cook it



earlier? Can cooking that meal coincide with cooking the one from the night before? Can you
get into a rhythm during this season of prepping some of tomorrow’s meal during today’s?

Do you see how starting with the when and the where really turbocharges everything else? It
helps you name what you need, what you don’t, what you have time for, how often you need to
shop, how important it is to eat a homemade dinner at home on Saturday nights or have Sunday
breakfast or some fixed point for your entire family because the rest of the week is crazy? But
having that fixed point lessens the guilt of relying on convenience and takeout more often? You
can’t cram a different season into “sports” season. You can’t do it. You’ll drive yourself crazy.
You’ll feel bad about the whole thing. You’ll be frustrated at your people for being involved in too
many things. You’ll be desperate for the season to be over, or you’ll deal with it by making
choices that don’t align with what matters to you. So instead name what matters, and go in the
right order. Start with the when and the where. Decide once when you make a plan. Create a
busy season dinner queue. Pull from that. Be creative. Don’t think it’s weird if you’re eating a full
meal at 3:30pm after school and snacking later. That’s not weird that’s being an excellent
problem solver. And then reverse engineer how you can make that meal happen in a way where
your - listen up - where your expectations match the energy you’re willing to give. I said that in
the episode a few weeks ago about making work lunches, and the same is very true. Match
your expectations with the energy you’re willing to give them.

But the little sparkly key here? Start with when and where. And that’s how to fix dinner when
you’re never home.

Before we go, let’s celebrate the Lazy Genius of the Week! This week it’s my buddy Anna Sale.
Anna Sale is the author of Let’s Talk About Hard Things and host of the podcast Death, Sex,
and Money. She is a delightful human who I have loved getting to know, and she sent me this
text last week. “I need you to know, I asked my children to put on their shoes BEFORE
breakfast instead of right after when it’s time to leave for school and we were five minutes earlier
in leaving. A LAZY GENIUS HACK FOR THE WIN.” I share this for two reasons. One, it’s a
great idea. Shoes are a whole thing. I mean, I have an entire episode on shoes, most of which
is how to get our kids to put them on and lose them less often. So putting shoes on before
breakfast when things aren’t harried is going in the right order. Such a great idea and likely one
that a lot of you might be excited to try. And the second reason I share it is because of how fun it
is to discover something that seems so small but is so life-changing and then share it with
someone else. Anna was excited about this new shoe discovery and texted me her excitement,
and I got to be excited right alongside her. Sharing your tiny wins along with your frustrations
and the mundane is what makes relationships go. So pick a pal and text them your little win. It’s
good for everybody when you do. So congratulations, Anna Sale, on being our Lazy Genius of
the week.

Okay, y’all, that’s it for today! Thanks so much for listening, and I hope you’re walking away with
a tool or two to help you fix dinner even though you’re never home. And if you enjoyed this
episode, it would be amazing if you would share it with someone you think would like it. This
podcast has always been an organic grower, and that’s because of shares like yours. So thanks



for passing it along to someone you think would be into it. Alright, y’all, thanks for listening, and
until next time, be a genius about the things that matter and lazy about the things that don’t. I’m
Kendra, and I’ll see you next week!


